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Greenworks pro 80v mower

Our 21-invading Greenworks Pro 80V Cordless mower features a powerful DigiPro brushless motor, which offers the lent equivalent of a 160cc gas engine, but is much more reliable. The 3-in-1 feature allows you to pickpocketing, mulching, or dumping grass clippings sideways. The Greenworks line is equipped with over 20 high-performance Pro 80V tools,
allowing you to abandon gas tools for an innovative and environmentally friendly alternative. The DigiPro brushless motor delivers performance equivalent to a 160cc gas engine and is more reliable 21-speed steel deck with professional-level axles. 3-in-1 functionality ball-bearing handles &amp; wheels: mulching, smart cut™ bag or side discharge technology
improves performance and extends silent operation at run time and immediate start of the 7-point single lever button for a range from 1-3/8 to 3-3/4 cutting 8 &amp; front wheels 10 4 Year Limited Tool &amp; Battery Warranty Rear Wheels Rated 5 out of 5 by Joseph2 of All around solid lawnmower I purchased a 21-inch wireless brushless mower with 80
volt 4Ah battery in April 2020. My lawn is flat, so I opted for the non-self-propelled model to save on battery life with the hope of getting my 0.30 acre lawn cut on a single full charge. Now I've cut my lawn four times, three times making the whole cut on a single charge. The only time I didn't do that was probably because of the sensor that increases the blade
speed when I was running on thick areas of grass, which happened on several occasions on that cut that I didn't pass. Overall, I am very satisfied so far with cutting quality, ease of thrust and battery life. Release date: 2020-05-16 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from Worked beyond my expectations. Incredibly good. I was shocked at how well this
lawnmower works. I have a rough piece of property which is an acre - but only about half of this is cutable. But it is a high nailing and a thick brush. I was able to lift and lower the cutting blade to handle everything and not run out of juice. The lawnmower is heavy - there's no doubt about it - and climbing a steep slope was easy, but having the battery last was
worth it. And then taking the HUGE battery and putting on my GreenWorks Pro leaf blower backpack and cleaning up was almost the coolest thing. I love both of them and highly recommend it. In addition, the cutting work was PERFECT. Published date: 2020-08-10 Rated 5 out of 5 by Bill From Florida by Greenworks Hits The Mark I owned my Greenworks
lawnmower for over 8 months. He passed the summer lawn mowing test with flying colours. For grass cuts it without any problems. When the grass gets a little high, the electric motor automatically accelerates for extra power. The height of the Greenwork handle is adjustable making the lawn mower relatively easy to push across the lawn. Greenworks
lawnmower runs on an 80 80 battery, so there are no annoying carburetor problems that you get with gas equipment. No need to store gasoline or make messy oil changes. It is practically maintenance-free. My favorite feature is the extra silent operation. It simply allows me to wear Bose headphones and cut grass. No confusion, no stress. Greenworks gets
5 stars from me. Published date: 2020-03-02 Rated 4 out of 5 by mjoyce6500 from Almost perfect I had the lawn mower for a year, the first lawn mower my son used to cut the lawn, imagined this vast learning experience. It didn't happen, it was so simple, safe and easy, the great experience was over in 2 minutes. Now that we have used it during the season
I can say that it was very good. With a sharp blade size and bags very well. I have a complaint that has become quite annoying over the course of the year. It has an automatic adjustment speed. Low-speed blade on light demand, self-pass up to high speed when the grass is thicker. This is useful for saving battery life. One problem: at low speed,
bagging/suction is quite weak. Insufficient, and there's no way to ride it too much. I sharpened the blade to the sharp razor, cut the grass cleanly which did not produce enough load to accelerate to high, leaving the grass cutouts behind. It requires you to go beyond the cut paths more than once. If this detail could be changed - having a manual over-ride - the
lawnmower would be great. I'm very happy with it, so easy to use, no thoughts about gas, oil, air filter, plug, nothing, just charge the battery and cut the grass. I really like the lawnmower, I just wish it had an over-ride for the speed of the regulated author blade. Release date: 2020-03-09 Rated 5 out of 5 by Kurt H from quiet, easy start, light I am very satisfied
with this product after only one use. The battery charged in less than an hour. Height adjustment is very simple and easy to do. Starting involves pressing a button... no more cable traction. Adjusting the blade speed takes some getting used to. Some grass cutouts are left on the lawn in thicker areas. I have 3/4 of an acre and the battery easily lasted as long
as I needed. Published date: 2020-04-19 Rated 5 out of 5 by Memphis Mark da Puts the thrill to mow No noise. No vibration. No drain. Right now. Models are changing so quickly now. More choices. Other variants. My 80v model already has different wheel sizes. Different paint/color combination. I also got a new lawn service so that my grass would be
thicker, green and faster....... so I could mow more often! Published date: 2020-03-02 Rated 5 out of 5 by Truckin Troubador of Works great I have used the machine twice, since the purchase, the first time in tall grass, worked great in tall grass and is great for keeping the grass cut now. Published date: 2020-05-14 Rated 2 out of 5 by Calandra18 from
Tosaerba of Nice but stop working after 3 months It worked great for the top ten mowers. Now it won't start at all, it's tried new batteries, batteries, to make sure any debris was clear, nothing. He's completely dead, the wires seem connected. I am very disappointed that a lawnmower and two batteries that cost me 530.00 stopped working after less than 3
months and ten sickles. Sad. I bought it because I'm a single older woman who needs to keep a property on her own, I wanted a low maintenance lawnmower that was easy to use and get started. Now it's not going to start and I'm stuck. Release date: 2020-08-15 Asked by: JohnEA Hello JohnEA, Thank you for your request. Unfortunately, right now we only
ship within the contiguous United States that excludes (Alaska and Hawaii). Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-11-25 Asked by: Ronjon Unit Weight (with Battery) - 65 Pounds. (29.6 kg) Battery unit weight 4Ah approximately- 3.2 lbs (1.45 kg) Answer from: GW Customer Agent Published Date: 2020-10-26 Asked by: Chung Hello
Chung, If you are a self-propelled unit make sure you have not started the self-propelled before starting the lawnmower. The only reason is to avoid user errors in starting the drive. Here's how the lawnmower should start: Also and hold the safety button, while the safety button is held down, pull up the bail handle, then release the security button and continue
holding the bail handle for the duration of use. Make sure that the bottom of the bridge is clean and clear of debris and that the blade has nothing to obstruct it. If you continue to have problems, please contact us at 1-888-909-6757 or by email info@greenworkstools.com for further assistance. Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-09-18
Asked by: joey45 Hello joey45, Charging time for a GreenWorks 80v 4.0Ah battery is 60 minutes and runtime is up to 60 minutes depending on load and lawn conditions. Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-11-10 Asked by: Luhn2004 Hello Luhn2004, Thank you for your feedback. We would like to apologise for this error and will
consider changing these specifications. We would like to inform you that a mulching plug will be included in this kit. Answer from: GW Customer Agent Published Date: 2020-09-13 Asked by: Sosebee83 Hello Sosebee83, Shipping is standard and can take between 7-10 business days. However, due to the current pandemic, COVID-19 delivery times may be
further delayed. Thank you for your patience and understanding. Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-09-09 Asked by: jpwkeeper Hello jpwkeeper, A battery model number/lawnmower would help us advise better. Please feel invited to ask this question again with the model number of your Answer from: GW Customer Agent Published
Date: 2020-08-21 Asked by: Berndog Hello there, The decibel is 85 dB. Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-08-13 Cutting Heights: 7 Max Position. Cutting Height: 3-3/4 Min. Min. 3-in-1 (1) wireless 21 (1) 4.0 Ah (1) charger (1) grass collection bag (1) mulching plug&gt; (1) Side discharge slide (1) Owner's Manual Our Greenworks Pro
80V Cordless 21 Self-propelled Lawnmower is equipped with a powerful brushless motor, offering the lent equivalent of a 160cc gas engine, but is much more reliable. The 3-in-1 feature allows you to pickpocketing, mulching, or dumping grass clippings sideways. The Greenworks line is equipped with over 20 high-performance Pro 80V tools, allowing you to
abandon gas tools for an innovative and environmentally friendly alternative. Brushless motor for multiple torque, quiet operation and long-lasting 21 steel bridge with professional-level axles, handles and ball bearing wheels Up to 60 minutes of running with fully charged 3-in-1 5.0 Ah battery allows mulch, innovative Smart Cut bag or side-discharge™
automatically increases blade speed when more power is needed Silent operation and instantaneous change starts adjusting the height of the single lever to 7 position for a range of 1-3/8 to 3-3/4 cutting front wheels of 8 and rear wheels of 10 4 Year Limited Tool &amp; Battery Warranty Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous by Worth buying I installed a new
fulitta. I've used this lawnmower 3-4 times so far. It is easy to use and assemble. It took me less than 10 minutes to unbox and get started. I'll focus on what I like simply because it's good equipment. The 5.0 Ah battery was able to run for more than 9000 square feet of lawn which equates to about 45 minutes. The quality of the cut was good. Most of it is
made of steel. On the downside, the self-propelled system does not respond immediately. He needs some learning. That's why I didn't put 4 starts because with time it won't be a problem at all. I'm already in love with the greenworks line that I recently bought a timmer. Published date: 2020-10-02 Rated 5 out of 5 by DanM from Better than expected! (and I
expected a lot) I had done research on many cordless battery mowers and decided greenworks. I waited for the 80 volt self-propelled model to be available and had it now for a month. Assembly was quick and easy. My wife and I share lawn mowing tasks depending on our schedules and have always had problems with the traction cable on our gas mower,
often having to plug it in for an electric start. Greenworks is an easy button start. Cutting height adjustment was a simple lever to use and the handle height was also easy to adjust. It's significantly quieter than our gas-free gas mover. our lot is 50 x 200 with a Cape cod sitting on it and the battery does all our lawn with a lot to spare. The lawn looks great too!
Overall we are very happy. Published date: 2019-09-02 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous by Delighted with Pro 80V Cordless 21 Self-propelled I was a hard dead two-time Lawn Boy hard I never considered a battery-powered lawnmower until recently. Since I had so much luck with my GreenWorks edger and trimmer and support, I eventually decided to get
the GreenWorks Pro 80V Cordless 21 Self-Propelled Lawn Mower w/5.0 Ah Battery (directly from the company, as it had a better price than the big A). He is a great lawnmower, he behaves beautifully and I am so satisfied with my purchase. My yard is made without the need to recharge the battery and most importantly, gas, oil, air filters, tuning,
carbohydrates, plugs, smoke, etc. are gone forever! Published date: 2020-10-20 Ranked 5 out of 5 by LenS from Very Satisfied We live in the mountains with a hill in our backyard. Our first lawnmower did a great job on flat terrain, but I had to push it up the hill. We looked for a high quality self-propelled lawnmower and decided Greenworks 80 volts. It has all
the features we were looking for. Now mow the hill with ease, as they are able to hold the controls with one hand and walk comfortably behind. Now it's a piece of cake to mow! No sweat, literally. Published date: 2019-08-22 Rated 5 out of 5 by GreenManMower from Finally! A real battery-powered lawnmower I've been running for about two months. I load it
from my solar panels. It varies how long it runs but allows me to mow all my yard, which is more barely domesticated field than grass. When the course gets hard it increases the power. It works quite quiet that I don't need earplugs that I would use with my other power equipment. I like, solid quality, the battery has charged reliably, self-propel assistance is
very nice, a lot of variable speed. I'm picky, but I really like it. Published date: 2019-10-13 Rated 4 out of 5 by NewLondoner from Very Happy Extended running battery allows me to mow the entire lawn without stopping. My hands hurt at the end of mowing though due to grip and vibration. I am able to use the speed walk option sometimes, which is nice to
have. The lower part of the bridge is difficult to clean in places after mowing. I love having the ability to store vertically to save space in the garage. The engine is slow to start and stop compared to our old B&amp;D model and there is a sharp lament that could disturb some users. Changing the height of the bridge during mowing is feasible. Overall, a big
machine doing the job - only a few tweeks would make it amazing. Published date: 2020-06-07 Rated 5 out of 5 by Milli from Easiest Mower I ever used I ever bought this lawnmower when I gave my old gas mower to my son who bought Home. This is the best and easiest lawnmower ever! A lot of power with the 60V. They have to slow down the self-
propelled speed from the maximum because it's too fast. The 5Ah battery he came with is enough to make most of my yard unless the temperature is 100+, a problem if South Texas. The addition of the 2 Ah battery that was with my insomonger able to accessory to the corrections of the second door solves it. I replaced replaced my other electric and gas-
powered lawn tools and the 60V is a lot of power. Have edger attachment, pole saw and hedge cutters. Add the blower with an additional battery two. I never go back to gas. Published date: 2020-10-12 Rated 5 out of 5 by Dennis56 by Peformed as a sample I wanted a lawnmower that was reliable and that if the service was guaranteed it could be done
locally. After reading the reviews and on the recommendation of a local retailer who would start selling Greenworks I bought this lawnmower. I used it once and it exceeded my expectations. I cut a 1/3 acre lot just sown with thick carved stems and did a great job with just one refill. I am very pleased with my decision to buy this lawnmower. Published date:
2019-08-28 Asked by: storme No Answered by: GW Customer Agent Data published: 2020-11-30 Asked by: Nmac Hello Nmac This unit is just a tool and battery and charger would not be included in this kit. If you want to purchase the kit with battery and charger included follow the link here: Unfortunately at this time this unit should not be available until early
2021. We are sorry for any inconvenience. You can now enter your email on the product page to be notified when the item becomes available. Answer from: GW Customer Agent Published Date: 2020-11-26 Asked by: Drea Hello Drea - Yes it does! Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-11-13 Asked by: yours Truly Hello there, Yes, the
prices on this site are American and we do not ship outside the contiguous United States. For our Canadian site with Canadian prices, visit: Responded by: GreenWorks Support Date posted: 2020-11-10 Asked by: Anonymous Hello Bill C, Shipping Weight Is 80 Pounds. Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-11-02 Asked by: Jerry 456
Hello - Our batteries can be exchanged for all Greenworks tools that are the same voltage. As long as the chainsaw, pole saw and leaf blower are Greenworks 80V products, this battery would work with them. The higher the ampere time (Ah) rating on the battery, the longer the running time will be. Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-
10-30 Asked by: Jerry 456 Hello, Jerry 456 - Yes! This lawnmower is compatible with all Greenworks 80V battery models. The higher the ampere time (Ah) rating on the battery, the longer the running time will be. Answer from: GreenWorks Published Support Date: 2020-10-30 Mail from: Kona2013 Hello Knoa2013, Thank you for your question. The included
in this kit is white. Answer from: GW Customer Agent Published date: 2020-10-26 Cutting heights: 7 Position Max. Cutting height: 3-3/4 Min. Cutting height: 1-3/8 Smart Cut Technology: Yes Exhaust functions: 3-in-1 (1) Cordless 21 Brushless Brushless Lawnmower (1) 5.0 Ah lithium-ion battery (1) Charger (1) Grass harvesting bag (1) Side drain attachment
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